I. INTRODUCTION
The advantage of using a variety of sensors in perception and control is often nullified by the complexity in extracting and relating useful information, when the geometric relationship between sensors and underlying joint probability distribution between sensor signals are unavailable. Probabilistic data association strategies and complex calibration procedures are usually required to be able to convert information from multiple sensors to a common reference frame. Once this is achieved sensor fusion to perform a variety of tasks in robotics, sensor networks and biomedical engineering become feasible using a relatively straightforward Bayesian framework.
Mutual information (MI) analysis has well established grounds in the field of medical imaging [1] as a method for image registration and feature selection from a diverse range of sensor modalities. Further, MI has been used as a method to detect statistical relationship or a measure of coupling between signals [2] . However, traditional MI based approaches have a substantial computational cost in order of a factorial of the number of samples making those unsuitable for real time applications. Fisher et al [3] proposed a methodology +Australian Centre for Field Robotics, University of Sydney NSW, Australia {s.kumar, j.underwood} @cas.edu.au for substantially reducing the computational cost of using MI. This method is based on unsupervised learning of a nonparametric sensing model by maximizing mutual information between signal streams in a lower dimensional space. Experiments where a mouth of a speaker on a video stream is pinpointed by analyzing information from video and audio signals have also been presented. Algorithm by Fisher et. al., however, requires a stationary speaker. To cope with a moving speaker Ikeda et al [4] propose a target tracker based on background segmentation, assuming piecewise constant velocity of the source and employing a heuristic search on all possible target paths. Butz [5] conducts pre-processing of images by calculating optic flow in neighboring pixels to eliminate effects of moving background objects. However, neither method deals with multiple common sources in the sensory signals. These limitations are substantial in most robotics applications, for example, fusion of data from sensors on-board of a moving vehicle with that extracted from sensors present in the road infrastructure and other near by vehicles. This paper, extends Fisher's [3] implementation to such an application where dynamic objects in the scene are utilized for sensor registration and calibration.
Moving objects in a sensory space provide very little instant information that can be easily exploited to register two signal streams. However, if these objects are tracked as moving features, a substantial amount of information in the feature level can be extracted to achieve signal registration. Attributes of features should be carefully selected giving due regards to sensor modality and rate of change of the attribute. It is important that at least one attribute of the feature has a rate of change for all possible movements of the feature in a sensory space. This allows the MI based approach to be utilized to register the common feature attributes in two sensory signals providing sensor registration.
In Section II, we examine the information theoretic approach for sensor registration. Section III describes the process of sensor calibration. Experimental results are presented in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper outlining future work.
II. SENSOR REGISTRATION
In this section we describe an information theoretic approach for sensor registration, which is based on [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
One important aspect of this method is it does not assume any prior information about relationships among either sensory signals or sensors.
A. Mathematical Formulation
The concept of Mutual Information (MI) can be traced back to Shannon's definition of entropy (1) and can be interpreted in three possible ways: the amount of information an event gives when it takes place, the uncertainty about the outcome of an event and the dispersion of the probabilities with which the events take place. 
Obtaining individual entropy and joint entropy is a complex task as assumptions need to be made on the underlying PDF of the input space. To overcome these problems Fisher and Principe [3] suggest an unsupervised learning method by which multi-dimensional signals can be nonlinearly transformed onto a maximum entropy feature space resulting in statistically independent features. The method relies on an indirect measure of entropy rather than a direct estimate and exploits the principle of Information Maximization [9] which seeks to transfer maximum information about the input signal to the output features.
The goal of this approach is to choose the projection coefficients to optimize the fusion criteria, which is the mutual information [8] . Given a random vector (RV) XeRN, differential entropy, h(x) can be defined as in (3) , where Px () is the probability density function of the RV. If the RV is transformed by a mapping y=g(c,x): a being the projection coefficient, then the entropy of new RV satisfies (4) , where Jxy is the Jacobian of the mapping. This implies that the transformation can lead to an increase in the conveyed amount of information. The method applied seeks a subspace mapping that is in some measure optimal for classification [3] .
We can estimate the density in the low-dimensional space using a nonparametric kernel based method, the Parzen window density estimator (5) , where K(.) is the kernel function and must be a valid PDF (in our case Gaussian PDF), Yi (i=1.Ny) is the ith observation of the mapping in the output space and u is the location at which the output estimate is being computed.
ZK(yi -u) Ny i= (3) (4) (5) We need to adapt the projection coefficient a in (6) such that the output distribution is as close to possible to uniform, hence, maximizing the entropy of the RV. As suggested by Fisher et al [3] , the minimization criteria is defined as the integrated squared error between the estimated and desired distribution at a point u in the output space over a set of observations y and the uniform distributionfy(u) as in (6) .
Qy (6) The gradient of the optimization criteria with respect to the mapping parameters is determined via the chain rule (7), where Fy(uy,y) is the computed distribution error over all observations y and 8g/Oa is sensitivity of the mapping The remaining partial derivative 8fA/8g can be computed according to (8) .
The 2nd dimensional Gaussian kernel K' evaluated at u can be calculated by (9) Of
Kv(yi u) = I expr (yi u)T (y ) (8) (9) The adaptation amount of the mapping parameter, Ay in (10) can now be determined by the evaluated partial derivative of the kernel in (9) substituted in (8) and (7) . The termsf, and Ka are the attractor kernel and topology regulating term respectively. Ay f(yi) ZK (Yi Y y) (10) i#j Since the PDF estimation is now bypassed by iteratively calculating Ay (10) , we can no longer evaluate the optimization criterion (6) . Therefore, a measure proposed by Fisher [11] evaluates convergence by examining the projected values (y) in the lower dimensional output space as in (11) . The iteration process is repeated until a local minimum is reached. The term ANN is the nearest neighbour distance and max(A) is the maximum distance between any two points in the output space. The numerator is a measure of uniformity of the output space and the denominator is a measure of how well the output space is filled. The Fisher's [3] algorithm estimates the Mutual information between two input signals in the absence of an estimated PDF of either signal. Maximization of Mutual Information is achieved in the locally created subspace. The proposed method has been applied to signal-level fusion of audio-visual information in order to locate a speaker [10] .
However, it is assumed that there is no relative motion in speaker position in the image. This assumption often violates practical applications, such as the one described in this paper, which utilizes moving objects for sensor registration. 
A. Signal level sensor registration
The algorithm was first evaluated through simulations. A total of 26 signals were generated, three randomly selected signals were designated for sensor 1 and another three for sensor 2. There was only one common signal between sensors (signal 2 in Fig. 2 ). Calculation of Mutual Information was performed on 100 samples with a two dimensional output space and the extent of the output distribution was 2. The convergence was evaluated imposing the following criteria on Eq. (11) . Firstly, in order to detect a local minimum the standard deviation must be contained in a 5e-3 limit for a 27 I~0 minimum of 10 iterations. In order to determine whether the result of the iteration process has produced a valid result, the ratio of (11) must be less than 0.085. This value was derived from the extent of the output distribution and the number of samples. With the imposed criteria, a match was found in 19 iterations (Fig.3) . Table 1 shows the calculated MIs with the highest MIs are denoted by symbol '*". It shows signal 2 of sensor 1 is most informative with signal 2 of sensor 2, which is true. The algorithm was also experimentally evaluated for signal level sensor registration. A laser range finder and a camera were used to capture a person shaking a book as in Fig. 4(a) . The laser intersects horizontally the abdominal area of the standing person. The images acquired were transformed to grayscale, raw intensity pixel values were then fed into the algorithm as well as the raw range readings from the laser rangefinder. It is to be noted that there is some movement of the left most sitting person and another person on the right outside the field of view of the camera as well. Fig. 4(b) shows the projection coefficients of camera, which highlights the mutually informative area containing the moving hand as well as the left most sitting person's chin movement. These areas of high mutual information lie on the intersection of the laser on the image. Fig. 4(c) shows the MI projection coefficients of the laser sensor. (c) Projection coefficients of laser sensor Fig. 4 Laser/camera registration B. Feature level sensor registration and calibration In this section, experimental results of feature level registration and calibration are presented. Two spatially separated, horizontally mounted laser range finders were used to capture activities in an office environment, which contained at least one observable moving target. Moving objects were extracted using background subtraction as the observers were stationary. Nearest neighbour data association was used in tracking targets. Feature attributes, namely speed, angle with respect to laser coordinates and range were considered. The signal streams were fed into the MI Algorithm. The Algorithm was tested against a single moving target as shown in Fig. 5 . It could be noted that the laser scan data is significantly different from each laser rangefinder due to different field of views (FOVs), which made scan matching techniques unusable. The traditional Iterative Closest Point (ICP) was unable to achieve correct registration of two laser scans due to the smaller overlap and substantial difference in FOV. Fig. 6 shows the trajectory of each target attribute with time. Feature attributes belonging to the sensors were fed into the MI algorithms one at a time and registration was achieved when 3 converged for the particular feature attribute. In the experiment the speed was turned to be the most mutually informative attribute. The learning curve shown in Fig. 7 shows it finds a solution at 18th iteration. Once the moving object was registered, temporal locations of the target were fed into (11-13) for inter-sensor calibration. The transformed laser sensor 2 data onto the laser sensor 1 sensory space using the estimated calibration parameters are shown in Fig. 8 . Alignment of the two laser scans in Fig 8. are a measure of correct sensor calibration. Fig. 10 , the algorithm converged for object angle in sensory space rather than speed or range and produced high correlations. This makes the angle in sensory space to be picked as most mutually informative signals in both sensors. Further, the angle of person 1 in sensory space is most informative than that of person 2 and person 3 providing the sensor registration (see Table II ). The learning curve in Fig. 11 shows that it found a match in the 20th iteration. Fig.  12 shows the aligned two sensors after sensor registration. It is to be noted that once the sensor calibration parameters are known, other two targets can be registered using the sensor geometry. Experiment was repeated using three dynamic objects (persons) in the office environment (Fig. 9) . It is to be noted 
